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INTRODUCTION 
The problem has arisen time after time as to the possibilities of 
modification of the soil or subsoil to produce a more vigorous tree 
growth and increase fruit production on the undesirable soils . Most 
soils , here trees usually do poorly, have a hard pan1that is a hard 
compressed l ayer of soil which prevents the development of roots . These 
hard pans , preventing the movement of water and development of roots to 
lower depths , are of a clay type . The clay soils are very hard to alter 
and almost an impossible problem. 
The subsoil on the experimental farm near Perkins is very compact, 
but it has a considerable am01mt of sand in it . By working the subsoil 
in your hand, it becomes very friable . The hard pan is about two feet 
thick~ a l ayer of soil from 12 to 36 inches in t hickness which begins 12 
inches below the surface. The fourth foot of soil is very loose and sandy. 
Root development in this type of soil is shallow and the trees are sub-
ject to drouth damage . Also after a rainy season yo\U'lg trees may blow 
over from high winds . The roots are too shallow and cannot hold the tree 
up under strong winds . Plum trees upon plum root stocks are more sub-
ject to blowing over than other fruit trees . This occurrence was noticed 
in the orchard at Perkins because these root stocks did not develop as 
l arge a root system and were more shallow. 
Since the roots do not penetrate this substrata (hard pun) and it 
contains l arge quantities of sand, it may be possible to modify this 
soil so the roots could penetrate to the lower depths . By digging large 
holes and dynamiting the compressed area as a means of loosening the 
soil , the root development and top growth could be infl enced greatly. 
Movement of water i s more rapid after soil has been loosened. 
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REVIID'f OF LITER.A TURE 
Root development in relation to the soil profile has been investi-
gated extensively. All investigators find root development and distribu-
tion to be mainly determined by aeration and water supply; however, the 
nitrogen supply may affect the root development . Scbusters and Stephenson 
(38 ) wor ing with walnuts found that porosity and aeration of the soil 
played the most important role in nut production in Oregon. They found 
that 10 to 12 per cent of air space under field moisture capacity was 
favorable for root evelopment while five to six per cent end over 25 
per cent was unfavorable . The top soil can be aerated by drying and 
cracking, but the deep soils are aerated principally by the ore spaces 
which are too large to hold water against gravity. Deep rooted plants 
used as cover crops are good aerators . 
Porosity is a measurement of the looseness of a soil . The lo er 
the porosity, the more compact the soil . A. T. Sweet (44) found a very 
definite relationship betveen subsoil conditions and the growth of the 
apple tree . The roots penetrating deeper in more open subsoil result in 
developing a larger tree, increasing production, and lengthening the 
tree ' s life . The roots of a twenty- year old apple tree had extended well 
over 5, 000 cubic feet of open subsoil while in a tight subsoil the area 
was less than one-half of the o en subsoil . Toretensson and riksson 
(47) founa t he average porosity of a l oose soil to be 29.3 per cent while 
a compact soil was 11. 4 per cent . This is not in agree~ent with Baver•s 
(4) report which says an average soil has about 50% pore space . 
The soil profiles that have a uniform color from a dark bro\'l'Il to a 
lighter shade of brown ith little or no mottling are the most productive . 
These soils are loose and well aerated. A mottling or grayish color 
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indicates poor aeration and oxidation . Heinicke and Boynton (26) con-
cluded that an improvement of aeration of soil by mechanical means resulted 
in great response of the tree in total leaf area, shoot and trunk growth . 
Oskamp and Batjer (34- 35) and others (6- 9- 30- 31- 32- 33- 45 and 46) in survey-
ing th soils in relation to fruit growing in New York found the best 
orchards were located on soils of uniform color that were well drained. 
The soils that were mottled were t he poorest yielders . The soils that 
have rapid percolation show good drainage and proper aeration. Roots of 
trees in such soils will extend over a much larger area to secure its 
water su~ply, and t he trees will not be as subject to drouths . 
The seasonal fluctuations of soil moisture will affect the yield of 
an orchard, but Boynton a.YJ.d Savage (10) found that a well drained soil 
with roots penetrating to four feet in depth ill seldom limit production 
because of water shortage in New York -. In a deep soil the roots will 
penetrate deep enough to secure enough water to overcome almost all of 
the drouth effects . The root systems that are shallow are the ones hich 
will be affected most by drouths •. 
The texture of the soil has some influence on tree growth but it is 
more or less correlated with the water holding capacity and the extent 
that t he roots can penetrate through the soil. Sandy or gravelly sandy 
soils are well drained, but may not hold enough water to be productive 
and t hey are subject to drouths . A clay soil is fine in texture and re-
stricts the movement of water , air and plant roots . A soil between these 
two extremes would be t he ideal type of soil for tree growth. Sandy loams, 
loams or silt l oams that are deep are the best soils . Soils of this 
nature are f r iable, loose, and well drained. 
Chadwick, Bushey and Plitcher (15) reported on the root distribution 
of moline elms and concluded that the texture of the soil had a direct 
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bearing on the distribution of the roots . In a clay soil, root systems 
were very sparely branched and there were few f ibrous roots . The top 
growth also was smaller in the clay soil . The sandy soil developed better 
top and root systems but there was very little branching of the roots . 
The loam produced the best trees . These trees had the largest root sys-
tems ith the longest laterals and the most extensive development of 
fibrous roots . 
Veatch and Partridge (48) working with fruit trees on the soil com-
plexes, found that the dryness and the compactness of the soil interfered 
greatly in the development of the tree and the distribution of roots in 
the soil. The roots were found in all soil reactions from pH of 4. 5 
to 7. 5. 
Anderson and Cheyney (2) modified the texture of t he soil by using 
soils made up of particles of different size secured by screening a sand 
dune . Growing seedling of pines , spruces, and balsam in each type of soil 
they found , the length of the tap root was increased from the finer to 
the coarser soil s regardless of the amount of moisture used, and the 
lateral development of the roots was not affected by the texture of the 
soil but by t he amount of moisture present. 
Peach roots develop very extensively in good soil . Havis (24) , 
studying the root system of 12 year old Elberta peach trees found that 
60 per cent of all the roots were in the first foot of soil. The roots 
were found to be extending out ns far as 18 feet and 4 inches from the 
trunk of the tree . He used a trench method in studying the root develop-
ment . A vertical trench extending radially from the trunk of t he tree 
to the outer extremities of the roots, 2f• wide and as deep as required, 
was made for the purpose of ascertaining root distribution . 
Cowart (21) used June Elberta peach trees on a sandy loam soil with 
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a compact subsoil finding the root development to be three feet in depth 
and six feet in spread in one year of growth. At the end of the second 
year ' s growth the development had extended to 4i feet in depth with a 
spread of 12 feet. The root to top r atio was closer together at t he end 
of t he second year. It was 41.6 per cent for the first year and 25 per 
cent for t ho second year. 
Partridge and Veatch (J7) found that almost all of the roots of apple 
trees in a good soil ere in the upper l i to 2 feet of soil which is in 
the A horizon . The densest root development is from six to eight inches 
below the surface or in the area that contains the most organic matter. 
The roots may penetrate as deep as twenty feet . They concluded that some 
soils which have hard pans or poor drainage may be reclaimed by deep 
tillage , dynamiting, or by drainage . 
Clark (18 ) working in shallow phased soil in western Oklahoma and 
under semi arid moisture conditions found approximately 97 per cent of 
tree roots in the upper 24 inches and the remaining three per cent in the 
next foot of soil. His study was on appl e and apricot r oots . The root 
zone as definitely limited to the zone of weathering . 
In a comparison of nitrates and of sulphate of ammonia, Batjer and 
Sudds (3) reported that nitrates produced the most extensive roots . The 
sulphate lowered the pH 2. 3, but at the 16 to 20 inch 1 vel the difference 
was only 0.41. 
The root system can be modified by changing the soil environment . 
Yocum (53) reported that intercropdng cause a vertical development of 
roots , hile mulch resulted in a lateral development . hen these two 
conditions or modifications are re oved, the development of the roots is 
nearly normal . Intercropping with corn removes the surface moisture and 
causes the roots to go dom for ·ater. A heavy mulch prevents t he loss 
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of moisture at the urface and cause heavy lateral development of rots 
in the soil just underneath the mulch. The exhaustion of subsoil moist-
ure is the chief factor in determining the life of the orchard. 
Beckenback and Gourly (5) using different cultural practices found 
t he root development to be the same for all treatments used in a good 
soil on 10, 32, and 40 year old apple trees . Trees mulched for 35 years 
had a very heavy mat of roots in or just below the mulch . 
Dynamiting to improve and loosen the soil has been studied to some 
extent; however, the r esults have been more or less unsuccessful . The 
dyne.mite forms a cavity from the blast vrhich ill restrict the movement 
of tater and roots around it. I f the subsoil is wet or a clay type , the 
cavities develop more easily and the walls are more compact . A sandy 
soil remains more loose ~nd does not pack as easily as clay soil in 
dynamiting . Call a.T1d Throckmorton (12) showed the shape and the extent 
of the jug or c vity formation made by the bl ast. The soil was so com-
pressed in the wall of the cavity that a hollow or j ug shaped mass of 
soil could be removed l eaving a definite outline of the cavity formed . 
One- third t o one- half of a stick of dynamite would form the cavity upon 
blasting. 
Card (13) using apples , peaches , plums and cherries in dynamited 
subsoil f ound no beneficial effect from the treatment . The death rate 
of the trees wa'"' higher in dynamited soil tho.n in the ordinary pl anting . 
Thirty per cent of trees were killed or damaged heavily in dynamited soil 
d 
while only 8 per cent were killed in the ordinary planting . The char ge 
was placed from 30 t o 36 inches in depth usi ng a stick of 20 per cent 
dynamite . The soil was Tell shattered and loosened to 36 inches with the 
lines of breakage in all directions. The root systen of peach trees 
developed deeper with larger roots , but only a few fibrous roots were 
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found in this treatment . Apples responded to the treatmen,t less effect-
ively than peaches . Farley (23), working much earlier, came to about the 
same conclusion. The two years ' study he made on peach trees was in favor 
of dynamiting but the experiment was discontinued before positive results 
were available. 
Stewart (41) used dynamite to l oosen a hard pan in a silt loam soil 
for Baldwin tree planting, and also around trees th.at were twenty- five 
years old . He foi.md slightly superior growth in trees of dynamite soil 
but thought it due to normal variations . 
Chilcott and Cole (17) working with wheat and corn reported that 
subsoiling , deep til ling and dynamiting as not effective in increasing 
yields . Dynamite was placed three feet deep and twenty feet apart in all 
directions over the field . 
Sudds (42 ),working on deep cultural practice in est Virginia, stated 
that no significant difference could be found . A shale was present in 
soil about 18 inches deep. Two s ticks of 20 per cent dynamite were used 
in each hol e 36 inches deep and six hol es were placed around the tree on 
a nine foot radius . The treatment \Vas on Rome Beauty and Stayman Winesap 
planted 25 , x 30 1 in the hexagonal system. In 1930 , the moisture was low 
and no significant odds were obtained on the circumference on total growth 
but in 19311 which wus a wet season, the Rome trees had odds of 54 to 1 
in favor of the dynamite . Delicious planted in 1931 show no effect on 
the yieid from this treatment . 
Yeager and Latimer (51) reported the vigor of the tree is closely 
correlated to the trunk diameter and the trunk diameter is correlated with 
the production of the tree . 
The digging of large holes for planting fruit trees according to 
Card's (13) findings was beneficial to cherries and plums but apples did 
as well with the ordinary method of planting. Morse (281 also working 
with fruit trees, could find no benefit from the large hole treatment. 
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The l arge hol es may stimulate the root development to such an ex-
tent that the soil will be depleted more rapidly of its nutrients~ Thus 
the tops would not grow as fast as the ordinary planting trees in the 
second and third years . Smith and Romberg (.39) used indolebutyric acid 
to stimulate root development of pecan trees . They f ound with an over-
treatment the root development was too great in the immediate area to 
supply enough nutri ents to the top growth. The top growth was smaller 
on high application of indol ebutyric acid. The root system being very 
" extensive in small areas deplets ' the soil to such an extent that t he top 
cannot get enough nutrients to increase its development .. 
ORCHARD LOCATION AND MANAGEfl1ENT 
The orchard· in which York herein r eported was done is a part of 
the Oklahoma Experimental Station farm near Perkins,. Oklahoma. It is 
about three and one- half miles north of the Cimarron River and the soil 
is sandy. Farther from the river, t he soil changes to a very red and 
heavy clay . The soil on the farm works very easily and it develops a 
fine tilth if cultivated when moisture condition is favorable but if 
worked when too wet , it becomes cloddy and rough. There is enough clay 
present to puddle the soil if it is worked too wet. After t he first rain 
and working at the proper moisture content, the soil will return to a 
condition of good tilth. 
The orchard is underlaid with a hard pan that is about two to two 
and one- half feet thick. It is compact enough to restrict t he movement 
of water and the development of roots . After passing through the com-
pressed l ayer of soil, a very sandy strata is found . The sand at the 
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lower depth gives excellent drainage but the layer just above (the hard 
pan la;ysr) holds the water back. 
The orchard site is terraced and slopes to the south . The peach 
trees are planted 25 x 25 feet with the treatments running north and 
south between east and west terraces . There are four or f ive trees in 
each row and every fourth row has the same treatment . 
The orchard was in clean cultive.tion from the time trees were 
planted (February 18., 1939) until hairy vetch was planted in September. 
The hairy vetch was seeded at the rate of 12 pounds per acre with 100 
pounds of super phosphate . The vetch was planted with a two row corn 
or cotton planter using fUITow opener attachment so t he seed would be 
placed in moist soil . The vetch was double rowed between the t rees l~av-
ing enough room on each side of the tree rows for early cultivation in 
the spring. Plate l shows the one year 's growth of the peach trees in 
each trea"bnent with the cover crop growing i n rows between the trees . After 
the veto..\.i had made seed, it was disk harrowed and then cultivated until 
fall . The next year ·!;he same plan of modified cultivation and cover cropp-
ing was used. However ., little or no seeding of vetch was needed because 
a sufficient stand had germinated from the volunteer seed . 
SOIL TREATMENTS 
Fair Beauty and Sun Glo peach varieties were planted for this pro-
ject. The treas of each variety vrere divided into three uniform groups ., 
one of vmioh was planted in each of the tollowing meth eds as to modifi-
cation of subsoilt large holes ., dynamited holes and holes of ordinary 
size. 
In December of 1938., 45 large hole s 5• x 5 , x 4 , deep were dug at 
each place where a tree was to be set • .Abnormally light rainfall for 
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several years previous to this time resulted in a subsoil dry and dif-
ficult t o dig . The soil between 10 to 45 inches from the surface had to 
be loosened with a pick. It was so hard that a shovel could not penetrate 
it . Holes were made through this compressed area to a loose sandy soil 
encountered at four feet . A team and fresno were used to fill the holes 
rith top soil and the soil removed from t he holes was leveled over the 
surface between the hole locations . 
The total cost for digging the 45 large holes amounted to $53 .75, at 
a rate of t wenty cents per hour. This amounted to $1 . 20 per hole . The 
expense ~ould be additional to what i t takes to s et the trees out by the 
ordinary method . 
The second method of treatment consisted in exploding a charge of 
dynamite in the com acted l ayer or subsoil . 
On January 18, 1939, four sticks of 60 per cent dynamite were placed 
in the soil at a depth of five feet , where trees were to be planted. The 
dynamite was bottomed at five feet and packed back t o within three feet 
of the surface . jl.'he charge shattered and loosened the subsoil without 
blowing out at the surface . This loosened the compressed area but a 
definite cavity was formed from each blast . The cavity extended to within 
t wo feet of the surface being t hr ee feet in length and 18 to 24 i nches 
across the middle . These cavities were f illed in with soil at pl anting 
time. 
There ere 44 holes blasted for tree setting . The total cos t for 
dynamiting amounted to ~40 . 50 1ith an average cos t of 90 cents per tree 
over the ordinary planting method. 
The third treat ment consisted of planting a tree by t he ordinary 
method ithout having the subsoil disturbed . This method consists of 
digging a hole l arge enough t o accommodate the root to t he proper depth . 
;"-
Plate 1. Young peach orchard with hairy vetch planted as 
cover crop between trees. 
I-' 
I-' 
The average hole ·tvas made abotit 18 inches deep and 20 inehes in ·width. 
:ff·orty-six trees were planted i:n this manner. 
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:P'ebruary 18, 1939, the Fair Beauty Peach trees were sorted as 
nearly as possible into three groups of unii'orm size and planted in 
/om-half of the orchard. The trees were plo.ced i:a blocks of 12 trees 
each--three rows and f'our trees to the row·. The first row was large 
hole planting, the second was dynamited and the third was the ordinary 
plantin.g. 
The Sun Glo was planted April 15, l!:!'39:; in the other half of the 
orchard. The treas again wero sorted to a Ul'.liform size. '.1'he trees 
comi:ng in very late from a northern nursery had started p·ovJth. :each 
tree was given ,vat er to insure its survival • 
IvIETHOD OF STtIDY 
Top Growth JITeasu:remants 
Trunk diameter measurements were ta.4:en o.s ti.n index of growth in 
each treatment. The trees were measured 10 inches abo-..re the soil line 
before grOifrbh had started in the springs of 1940 and 1941. Twig grov,rth 
,•m.s also measured in the spring of 1940 as another me'lJ1od of comparing 
g;rovrbh. The second year ti.rlg grov,J'th was not .measured because oi' the 
time and the i11acouracy of maaeu:r:tng; t~he total growth f'or th@ year. 
The trunk am t,rlg growth measurements were taken for both varieties. 
Removal of: Trea Roots and Measurements 
The entire root system of' a Fair Beauty Pea.ch tree 1vas removed from 
the soil in each treatment and ,mighed and photographed. The roots were 
removed from the soil on April l:t 1940, A deep trench wns dug just beyond 
the outer extre..vnities of the tree roots working to1.mrd the tree from th is 
trench" soil was carefully removed until large qua.nt i ties of roots were 
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encountered. Plate 2ii. and 2B sl1CJw a trench made around a tree which had 
been planted in a large hole and in an ordinary hole. Data were taken. · 
upon the distribution of roots as to location, depth, and distance from 
the trunk of the tree. · Th@ final removal of the soil from the roots was 
obtained by washing with w·ater. lfozzles from a 300 gallon orchard spraye1, 
operating 6.t 300# pressure were us3d to wash the soil away from the roots. 
In Plate 3 the process of washing the soil away is shown. .Plate 4 shows 
the roots produced by a tree planted in the dynamited hole just before 
removal. ..ilf'ter the tree was removed, the root system was rearranged on 
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a wire screen in some,relative position as it was found in the soil and 
photographed. The weights of roots and of tops were recorded. 
Atter the second year of' growth, roots of other trees in the same 
blocks had da.ta taken in the sa:me manne:r, but the trench hacl to be started 
much farther away f'rom the trunk of the tree. Again the ):!'air Beauty trees 
were used for the study. They were rei:1oved :t'rom the soil April 19, 1941. 
Moisture determinations were made on September 30, 1939, and April 
20, 1940, on soil in rihich J?air Beauty trees were growing. A soil sa.mp,,. 
ling tube was used. to secure the samples of s.oil at the different depths •. 
The sampling in September, 1939, was taken at a distance of two feet 
from the trunk o:f the tree an the southeast side while in A:p:d.l, 1940, it· 
was taken tv10 feet from the southwest side of the tree. 
Start:lng in September, 1940, a Portable A.C. bridge operating at 
high frec,ru,ency as described by Bouyoueous (7) was used l,o determine the per 
eent moisture in plac<,-, Porous blocks were pli,,ced at 12, 24, .36 and 48 inches 
below the s1.u:1:'aee in each of the subsoil treatments of the Fair Beauty tree12;.,. 
The amount of moistu.re in each block will affect the electrical resistance 
which if read in ohms, can, be converted into the per ee-at moisture present. 
The block is porous enough so the water will move freely and very rapidly to 
road from until an equilibrium iS re,ached with the soil .. 
•rempe:rature and moisture cu:rve:s were constri1.cted in order to convert 
the electrical resistaneEti :reading into moisture percentage. As th.e tem-
perature inci~eased,, the resistance in ohms decreased.. Several blocks with 
a wide range of moisture f'rom lo,w to high were sealed moisture tight. 
When the reading of the blocks becomes constant at a constant temperatw:'e, 
the curve ean be const,ructed by taki11g readings upon varying the tempera .... 
ture. Figiu-e l* shows the effect of' temperature on the eleetrieal resis-
tance~ All readings irrere corrected to 70 degrees F. As readings are made 
in the field~ the temperature of the soil is taken :for each depth i11 order 
'* Dr .. II ... B ... Co:rcl.ner, world.ng with fall Irish potatoes &"ld taking moisture 
readings with the Poi-·t.able A..C~ Bridge> helped ·oo construct the tempera-
ture cw.-ve., 
Plate 2-A. Tree planted in large hole: After one 
year of growth, showing trench dug pre-
paratory to removal of soil from roots. 
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Plate 2-B. Tree planted in ordinary sized hole: 
after one year of growth showing 
trench dug preparatory to removal 
of soil from roots . Compare the 
size of ball with 2-A. 
16 
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Plate 3 . Washing the roots of a one year old peach 
tree from the soil with water from a large 
sprayer. 
I-' 
-..J 
Plate 4. A one year old peach tree from 
dynamite hole showing the roots 
partly exposed by washing. 
18 
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to make the proper correction. 
The per cent moisture for each electrical re~istance at 70 degrees 
F.. is shown in Figure 2,,. Each soil varies in elect!"iea.l resistance for 
the same amount of water present. A sandy soil ha.sleas water present at 
the same resistance than a heavy soil.. Blocks were placed in the soil 
from each level and sealed. The moisture in the soil was varied from 
high to low... When the reading or resistance becomes si.e,ble, they are 
placed in 70 degrees F. chamber and readings made~ From these readings 
the curve was constru.cted for each soil level studied. The per cent 
moisture cuzves were similar to the ones Bouyoucous {7) reported but the 
cune broke more sharply at 800 to· 1,000 ohm: then his. 
Precipi"l,ation was recorded after each rain. Thus by using the con-
ductive bridge the movement of moisture dow.m.vard could be traced •. 
AERA'fION AND POROSITY 
Poro&ity indicates to some extent the looseness of the soil and is 
thus closely related ·to and associated with aeration.. Pore space was 
determined .from the real ancl the apparent specific gra.Yity. Specific 
gravity was deterfilined by -the uae of a. pycnometer end apparent specific· 
gravity by a comparison of -the volume and weigh.'.!:; of the soil. An undis .... 
turbed block of soil was obtained to get the volume .. The air space is 
calculated from the pore space with the lm.own amount of water present in 
the soil. The air sr;,ace :J.s tha.t portion of the pore spaee .not filled 
with water. 
SOIL PROFILE 
The description of the soil profile as foiind in the orchard where 
the peach trees a.re grovling show it not to be the ideal type. 'l'he top 
.five i..tiehes is in the il horizon being d£rk brown in color. This is the 
soil that·ia turned 'by plowing.and it contains the large~t amount of 
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organic matter. The fl?· horizon extends from five to nine inches and lt 
is a little lighter in color lacking some of ~he organic rrm.tter of Al. 
Bl horizon extends from nine to twenty-eight inches, being 'brown in color 
1vith mottling of light brown. This is a compressed area that contains 
some clay. The B2 horizon extends from 28 to 40 inches, being of tl. light 
brown color. This is the most compressed area. There is a sufficient 
qururti·!;y .of clay present to make the soil sticky. cl horizon extends from 
40 to 46 inches, heL,ig yellowish bro\»r.a with an intermixture of reddish 
brown and g1~ayish spots. T'r1e c2 horizon below 46 inches, being very 
sancly and ·3,. yellowish brol'm color .much lighter than cl. It shows mot-
tling of brownish red and some grayish spots. 
The mottling 
duct,ive according to Oskarnp Batjer (34) findings. :in the: l'Jersr York soil .. 
'I'he mottling probably due to poor aeration. 
:RESULTS 
Modifica:tion .of the subsoil had a marked influence on root develop-
me:o:~ and top grm•rt,h of peach t,rees... The more loose 10,:nd better drai...riec1 
soils developed mu.ch bc,-1:,tter root ::iystei:1s. 'l'he trees planted in large 
hol.es ·the g:reat,est root Dnd top developm,ent.. The roots wero more 
branched 01ore extensive than with t,he other treatments. .After o:ne 
year of growth in the l€1rge holes, the roots ht1d a ma:rl.mum spre1'el,d of 12 
feet :res,ched a maximum depth 7.5 feet. This signifiElS deep pene--
-1-ra·t;.'lon. ""'·""'"1. i.'J'l c'1A c:!<Yto"" .;,:,•, ·o·r1 o·P ~' t ,i. • 1 ' i . "• ' . •.,., ' 41 v_ .,_ ....,.,,.... .,.u_ -= '"''·~-~.... _ "" ,;ne roo . s e,1.ur:u g tde 11:rsi:; years Le. a i':iO..,...;. 
with good aer:;;,.tion s:ad plenty of moistu.r~;i.. Pla:t,e 5 shows the ve1~tica.l 
development, of the roots in la.rge holes; vthile Plate 6 shows the hori-
zontal dEnrelopment,, ~['he roots extei'.'rd far beyond the ends of' brE>..nehes of 
the tree in one year's growth. Plate '7 compa.ras the roots to top in 
spread., 
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Root development was less in dynamited soil than that tound in the 
large holes and they were not branched as well, but were somewhat better 
than the ordinary planting. The maxim.um spread and depth was eight feet 
and :tour inches and five feet respectively. The roots that :penetrated to 
the lower depths went throug-..b. the area ot' soil where the cavity was formed 
by dynamite. The plate a, 9 and. 10 show the vertical, horizontal and the 
root to top growth, for .the dynamited treatment. 
In the ordinary planting, the root system was quite shallow. The 
penetration in depth extended to only two feet, thus. ehowing that the· 
hard pan had restricted the roots to the upper horizon. The maximum 
' . . ' ' 
spread was six feet with very little branching of the roots. Tb.e number 
o:f.' fibrous roots was less than in the other treatments. Plates ll, 12 and 
13 sh.ow the extent of root developm.ont , in the. undisturbed soil. The top 
gro'\i\<th was very small as oo;m.pared to the other two treatments. 
The root develO.pmS"nt as tound was very similar to the findings of 
other investigators. Most of the roots were in the upper 12 to 16 inches 
of th.a top soil. Roots were encountered near the surface. The cultivation 
and lack of moisture prevented them from coming up to the surface. In 
the ordinary planting the roots remained closer to the surface but where 
the subsoil was altered the root development extended farther down. In 
the former, a great many roots were found just above the plow line, six 
to eight inches deep. Otherwtse the roots. were fairly well distributed 
through the top 16 inches :for the ordinary planting. The top 18 inches 
would include 90% of' the l'Qots from the ordinary planting tree. The 
roots of trees planted in dynamited holes had devel.oped a little deeper 
than those ot the ordinary planted trees. The large hole planting had the 
roots developed quite extensively to. the third foot at the end of' the first 
year's growth. 
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Pl ate 5. The vertical spread of Fair Beauty 
peuch roots from a large hole treat-
ment . One j ear• s growth. 
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Plate 6. The horizontal spread of Fair 
Beauty peach roots from a large 
hole treat ment. One year s growth . 
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Plate 7. The comparison of the root to the top 
growth in s pread for one year's Fair 
Beauty peach growth in large hole 
t reatment. 
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Plate 8 . The vertical root spread of a one 
year's Fair Beauty peach growth in 
dynamited soil. 
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.Plate 9. -rile horlzont.al r oot spread or e. one year's 
Fair Beauty peach growth in dynamited soil. 
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Plate 10. The comparison of the root to 
the t op growth in spread for 
one year Fair Beauty peach growth 
in dynamite soil . 
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Plata 11. The vertical spread of Fair Boauty 
peach roots for one year 's growth 
on undistrubed soil (ordinary plant-
ing) . 
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Plate 12. The horizontal spread of Fair 
Beauty peach roots for one year 's 
growth on undisturbed soil 
(ordinary planting) . 
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Plate 13. The comparison of the root to the 
top growth in spread for one year 
Fair Beauty peach growth in dynamite 
soil . 
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Plate 14. The top growth of Fair Beauty 
peach trees from each subsoil 
treatment . From left to right-
ordinal"'Y planting hole . large 
hole. a.Ild dyne.mite hole tree . 
., . 
. .
. 
~ : ! . ·. : . . ..·. ; . . " / 
• : : ••• : • : .,•" ~ : . .. J ;' 
. . . . .. . . . .. . . 
., : : ~~ :\·~·=:·~:~ :"·.:.J·: 
• C. .J,;; • ' • * • .. .. ., • • .. • 
• . ,e c e •• e.1.1 • ., .. . .. , 
Treatment 
of 
subsoil 
Table 1. Mf'ect of subsoil treatment on the r00t 
and top growth of one and tv,o year old 
Fair Beauty peach trees. 
R o o t s T o p s 
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: Max. : lVla.x.:'l'otal wt.: Mai. Max. :Total wt.:No. of 
:spread:depth: in pounds :height :spread: in pounds:_plossoms 
. . 
. 0, 
1 yr. growth: ' : ~ . 
Ordinary : . ,, 
pltmting 6 10n 2' 0 1•: 1.0 4,ff)H 2'6" 1.3 65 
; 
Dynaniite 8' 41' . 5' O"; l.6 . 6'01t . 3' 9tt 2.4 42 . . . 
. 
. 
Large holes : 12' 0'' ? t 6'': 2.3 6' 5" 4' 6ft . 5.6 309 . 
2 yrs. f£l'OWth: 
Ordinary 
planting :l6'61t . 4 t ou: 4.31 7'0" . 4'6" 7.95 . ,, 
. 
. 
Dynamite :18'0fl . 5'9"! 8.50 -. 7,5,i . 6'0" 12.00 . • 
Large holes :22'0" :1o•ou: 10.60 . 9'6" . 8'0" 23.31 • . 
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The growth of the top was in proportion '.CO the amount of 1·oot devel-
opment. Trees in large holes had the largest :root development and they had the 
largest top growth. The main branches of these trees were much longer and 
had many more lateral branches develop than did the other tt"ro treatments of 
trees. Trees in dynamite holes mad,e better growth than those in ordinary 
planting. Plate 14. compares the one year•s top growth from each trea:bnent. 
The weight of the :roots and the tops also .were oorrelated to the growth. 
,· 
development. After' one yea:r 's grovlth the weight of the trees from large holes 
was :more_ than twiee th.at of the ordinary planted trees. After two year's 
growth the weight of' roots and top were nearly t;hrea times that of the ordinru"'y 
planting. Plate 15 shows the difference in si~e of' top growth from each of: the 
treatments. The iargest tree comes from the large -hole treatment., while 
the smallest tree comes .from the ordinary planting. In Table l a comparison 
as to the growth of the roots and tops under each treatment is shown .. 
During the first and second year proportionate root development was 
e;:ree.test in the large holes., The roots had penetrated out f :arther and deeper 
than the oth~rs. The maximum penetration was 10 feet deep with a maximum 
spread .of 22 feet. Small roots were more numerous and more extensive 
throughout the large holes than in either of the other treatments. As the 
roots reached the outer edge of the largo hole. they branched a.nd entered the 
undisturbed soil. Many roots were found at the five foot level. Plate 16 
sho'WS the vertioal developmen·h. 'l>m.ile Plate 17 shows the horizontal devel-
opment of a two year•s root growth from the large hole planting,. 
The ordinary planting had a maximum root spread and depth of 16 f'eet 
and 8 inches and 4 feet respectively while the dynamited trees had a 
maximum spread and depth of 18 feet to 5 feet and 9 inches respectively. 
The Plates 18 and 19 show the development of roots .for two year, s growth 
in dynamited soil,. The few roots that reached tha maximura depth of five 
feet and :nine inches want throue.;h the area 11i'ile::ro the dyns.mi te 1.ms ex-
ploded. The treo shows larger roots ·t;ha11 th0 ord:i.nary planting trees. 
1 Plate 20 and 21 on ord1..nary planting shmz the root develop..'l'lEmt to be the 
'leaerb extemsive fr0'.i1 trees planted i11 small holiSs or holes of' the size 
generally made. The penetration was considorablo less than either of the 
other two treat:n1e:nts of t.reas. 
The total number of blossC!rlls :per tree vvas higher in the large hole 
tree. rt tvus quite notieeal)le at blossoming time. The number of blossoms 
per tree for large hole, dyi.1.&rllite# and ordinary planting are 309~ 42 and 
65 respectively. This count is from trees that ;11,:ir0 removed for the root 
and top study. The numbers of blossoms borne t,pon tr-"'es in dyt1ru11it0 and 
ordi.nary pla.ntings probably v,e:re not signif'ic~..ntly different a.lthoug.,.l-i the 
dyi1runited trees had the least blosscrms preserrt;. Fros'!:; killed the blossoms 
during the blooming po riod and pr€ftrm1ted a comparison as to production f'rom 
each of the treatments. 
Tfo:vember 11, 1940, a severe f:roezc damaged the trees heavily. k:i.lling 
many of the:rn. Th~ trees we:re g;ro,rl.ng Vfrry vigorously at the t:1:c:.e the 
st1dde:n drop in temperature oecurr.ed. The temperature dropped to 7 degrees 
F. killing the phloem tissue a.round the trunk a.nd the crotohs of the 
li.'11bs. This was the coldest vreather for the entire winter of 1940 and 
1941. The Sun Glo 1'11-aS datuagGd :more than ths Fair Beauty vari(Jty.. 25% 
of the dynamite Fair Baatrl:;y trees died w.aile about 50}l of' the Sun Glo 
trees died. The dy.n.a:mited trees were damaged more than the other treat-
. monts. This probably indicates prolonged grov1th in the fall as a result 
of dynruni ting. 
The comparison of the spread of' the 1~oots to the spread of' the top 
grovlt..h is shown in Table 1. The :t·oots exte.nded far beyond the outer 
Plate 15. The two year's top growth of Fair Beauty peach 
trees in each soil treatment . Left to right 
dynamite soil, large hole, and ordinary planting. 
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Plate 16. A two year's vertical root development of a Fair 
Beauty peach tree in large hole trea tment. 
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Plate 17. A two year's horizontal root development ot 
a Fair Beauty peach tree in larg~ hole 
treatment. 
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late 18 . A two year's vertical r oot development ot 
a Fair Beauty peach tree in dynamite soil . IP> 0 
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Plate 19. A two year' s horizontal r oot deYelopment ot 
a Fair Beauty peach tree in dynamite aoil . 
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Plate 20. A two year's vertical root development or 
a Fair Beauty peach tree in undisturbed 
soil ( ordinary pl anting). 
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Plate 21. A two year's horizontal root development 
of a Fair Beauty peach tree in undisturbed 
soil (ordinary planting). 
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feet and 6 inches and the second year ,1.ras 22 f0et. to 8 feet. The ordi• 
nary planting had a root and top spr08.d of 6 feet to 2 feet 6 inches in 
the first ye1::i.r, while the second year th0ra ·was a. spree.d of 16 feet and 
6 inches to 4 feet wld 6 inches~ 
'.· 
cw.1parf:c.1:"~1 to root and top development of tho troe.. The trees in 
d.;yn~H;od soil ,•,tera better then those planted by the ordinary pl[u1t:lng 
in s1na.ll holes.. Th0 t;rv.nk grcr.:rch .vas highly significa;:1t in analysis 
in t,.o years but the second yaar'a gro1T,th ,ms not significant. All the 
and Sun Glo also made &bout an Gqual runou:i:xi; of' grcr«'th as compared to 
each other for the second ;year. However, tlw tivo year's grov,th of tho 
Sun Glo did show to be sig11if icaxr'.:. on 'the 5 per cent lave 1 and the Fair 
Boauty was not significant. Th\9 total gro;.vth of Sun Glo via:s not as g;reat 
The 1'.,ai.:r Beauty had a better start al though there may be a vex·ietial 
dii'f'erence as to growth. Table 2 shows the trunk growth of th0 two 
varieties for the on,31 and tvm year ts grm,rth pe:dcd .. 
The top grovzth in one year as indicated by the average brauch 
length on the J:'"air Beauty and the Sun Glo is .fou:nd in Table 3. 'fhe 
length of' the ri1ain branches and of the lateral branches was much greater 
VJ110re the sul:11soil was altered,. Trees in large hole had the greatest growth .. 
Highly signi.fica.11.t otld.s ~iere found ln f'avor of the treatment f'or the 
eLverago branch length., The av-era.ge branch leng.,cl.1 -vras less in the Sun Glo than 
in th.e F'air Beauty. but ·bhe a.V'er~tge lateral branch grovrth was a.bout the same. 
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?2 •. 47, 
f Treatment t l 
Large holes f 
Dy.nmnite .. . 
Ord.inary planting I 
Table 2. One and two yeia..r i fl trunk 
growth of Fair. Beauty and 
Sun Glo peach trees under 
soil treatments. 
Beaucy sun Fair t 
Y!8.r* :· 2 zear** 11:o-Eal*** I I Y?:e.rb. 
.. 84 l 1.09 : 1.93 : .so 
.52 : 1 .. os •· 1.60 : .42 . 
,,38 
= 
1.04 : 1.42 : .28 
46 
Glo = 
: 2 yearb •'.l.'ouilc . ,
: 1.18 : 1.78 
. 1.09 : 1.51 . 
: 1.01 : 1.29 
• Treatment very highly significant F value 81.073 exeaeds the 1% le'irel 5.45 
•• Treatment not si&nifioa.nt 
*** Treatment highly significant F value 20.28 exceeds the 1% level 5.45 
a Treatment highly significan:t F value 25.14 exceeds the 1% level 5.25 
Loeatio11 showad to significant on 5% level 
b Treatment significant F value 3.63 exceeds the 5% level 3 .• 26 
c Treatment highly significant F value 13,.17 exoeeds the 1%' level 5.25 
Location sp.owed to signifioant on 5% level 
Treatment 
Large hole.s 
Dynamite 
Tabla 3.. Effect of grm1th on the main branches and 
lateral branches of l yelX!." old Fair Beauty 
and Sun Glo p¢aoh trees in each subsoil 
·treatment. 
: Fair Beauty . sun·aio . 
t .Ave. '6ranoE. : Ave. lateral'": Ave. branchfAV®• 
47 
lateral 
: le5th111 : br. length** : lengtha rbr. lengthb 
' 
29.69 • 9.78 t 24.90 ; 10.s2 
• 
; 22.47 t a.4s . 20.61 t 8.92 . 
Ordinary Planting . 17,,..92 :l 5.,90 : 15.61 : 5.94 • 
* Treatment very highly signi.fieant F value 68.29 exceeds 1% level 5.46 
** 1'.rea:bnent vary highly si gnif'ioant F value 32.29 exceeds 1% level 5 .45 
a Tras:tment highly sigm.ficant F value 17 .4S e:xoseds 1% level 5. 25 
b Treatment very highly significant F value 74 .. 81 exceeds 1% level 5.25 
Depth 
Table 4. The mee.n perceiit of moisture for each 
depth under throe t:ree.tme1::rts. 
September SO, 1939. 
., 
.. Treatment 
t Letr~;e . : :Difference • 
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needed 
in inches t hole s Dl:r;t.~ite : •. ~r_q ~na.r;2: :to be .~csnificant 
0-12 f 5.12 : 5.05 : 3 .. 83 . Not sig. . 
13-24* : 6.10 . 9.in . 8,.40 .61 . . 
25-36** r 5,.85 10 .. 03 9.40 ,.846 
37 .... 1a : 7.85 ! 8.05 : 7,.80 I>Jot sign. 
':rotal . ~4.S2 . ... ~%::04·· . ~s·.,13 . . . . . 
Ave.a : 6.23 : 8.23 ! 7.36 
= 
* Tree.tinent highly significant F' value 24.79 exceeds 1% level 8.65 
~* 'l'reatme:nt highly signifiea..'tlt IP value 18.713 exceeds 1% level 8,.65 
a Treatn.1ent highly s:i.gni:f'icant 
Table 5. Analysis of variance of percent 
moi:::ture. 3e:ptember 30, 1939. 
================ ___ ,;._ -=· ===:.~,:;::-=-==-========== Source of : D8,'.~ree of sum of Mean 
variation :freedom squares square 
'rot.al 
Depth 
:rreatment 
]'i,@pl. 
Treatment-Depth 
Trentmerrt-:Bepl. 
: 
: 
: 
* 1Iighly sigU,ificant 
59 . . 
5 . . 
2 . 
4 
6 
8 
36 
286.67 
1~38.28 : 45.0934 
40.30 ! 20.1500 
4.59 · 1.H,75 
40.79 6.'798 
. 19.25 : 2.406 
43.46 1.20'7 
]'. value 
38.18* 
. 16.69* . 
. 
.95 . 
. 5.53* . 
. 1.99 . 
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i:n -the amount of' moisture present in treatment showing it not to be 
sign.1:fice.nt from t.he m1alysis.. Thus the percolation in the fourth foot 
wets offset by the :1:.siJ11e amount of moisture that was removed by roots 
from the large holeri. The z·ootr2i a.ble to pent:.,tral:,e deeper idth 
better soil dr;c:,inage 111 the large hole depleted the soil uniformly of 
i ~ts 1.noistu.:cf3 supplies. In the e11alysis 
depth uhmwd to be highly significant~ 'l'his means t:here is 12 Ll'ec:t vari-
ance in the amount of moisture present in each level of soil for all 
three treatments.. 'l.'able 4 gives the moisture fo:r each level in the three 
trea.tlnen-ti;{. Tl 0.c unalysis of varie.nce o:f the moistix.t'e percentage for 
the first t%m1pli11g is shown in Table 5. 
The second sampling ·,1as taken April 20, 1940.,, just after growth had 
started. 'l'he moisture content of the soil was much highe:;;~ th~li1 the 
September sampling because of the accuJc1ulation cluring winter months and 
the lack of evaporation from the soil and transpiration by t.he tree. The 
treatment as ,J; 1'ihole for e.11 depths h~.cl about the same amount of total 
moisture present, which means that i.t was not significant. However, the 
second and fourth foot showed to be significrmt... Since very little 
water is used in the winter mont,hs, the difference in moisture percentage 
would be due to thi.,, diff'.erence in the rate of percolation. Percolation 
was more rap.id in the large holE,s and more evenly distributed throughout 
the arr:i11. 1rhe dynamite a.nd ordinary plan:ting trees had less moisture in 
the third f'oot thr-m the la.:i.~ge holes, but the moishu0 e was uniform enough 
th0.t it was not significant from tb.e analysis. 'l'he fourth foot, however, 
showed a variation in moisture. The large hole contained more moisture 
at this depth. The o.dditional Eil.TJ.Ount of moisture held in the second foot 
off'set the shortage in the fourth foot. 'I'able 6 shows the mean per cent 
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of moisture for each depth in ea.ch treatment, and Table 7 shows the 
analysis of variance of the second sarapling. The replication was vari-
able as indicated in the analysis. 
The root development ia corral.at ed to the am.onnt of' water rei.wved 
from the soil during the growing season. Areas with greater root develop ... 
ment had lower moisture content. Each soil, however, has dif'ferent 
rsngas of moisture holding capacity. 
The moisture perqe:ntages of the soil indicated by readings taken 
with a conductivity brio.get that is, taken in place at different depths 
under a t.ree gives a very good picture as to what is happening in the 
soil. By taking the moi~ture percentages in place, the rate of pe:caola ... 
t ion and the relat iv~ l'E,i'.~£i ot root development 9an be detel'tll"ined in each 
area of sou.. 'l'he percolattoli was very rapid in the large holes. This 
would be expected because the soil was lo,:i,se being all top soil and con-
taining less clay and more organic matter than the undisturbed soil at 
lower levels. \there the roo,ts were most extensive, the most moisture was · 
removed tro:m the soil. The soil moisture beeame depleted much more ra.pidl7 
_ and at lower depths in the large hole planting than under· tho dynamite or 
ordinary planted trees. '?he dynmnited soil still retarded the movement of. 
water but was somewhat better than the ordinary planting. It was evident 
that the soil was loosened or shattered so that the water and roots .1ere 
going down. 
After the subsoil became dry;, the IJ10isture traveled very slowly 
. . . 
dot'llJlWard and took several .months to go dotirn four teet. It tovk: about 
t1uo months longer tor the moisture to travel down to the fourth foot 
tlDder the ordinary planting trees than under the lfll'ge hole plant.ing 
trees. A soil that restricts the :movement of water downward. will lose 
more water from 1'U.I1 oft and will have l.ess area from which the roots ean 
Table G. The maa:n percent moisture fo:r ee.ch 
depth under each treatment. 
April 20. 1940. 
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. -Treiitn1ent. . ":DU:i."",:frence -. ,. 
Depth . !Arge : . Oro.ina:ry :required to t)0 • . 
in inches . holes f Dy.nmnite . Planting :significant . . 
0 ... 12 : 13.64 : 14.74 . 13.60 t . 
13 ... 24* . 14.54 i 17.11 . 16.74 .. .554 . . 
25-36 . 15.79 .: 14.89 : 15.29 : . 
37-48** 1 14.94 .. 12.03 : 11.97 .330 •· 
Total : -mr:rr- ss~,v- .. EW.SD . . . 
Ave • ... 14.73 : 14.69 : 14 .. 40 : . 
* Treatment highly significant F value 15.94 surpassed the 1% 
level 6 .. 11 
** Trea:t.1:l1en·t highly signiflca:i:rt F value 15.26 surpa.sssd the lJb 
level 6.11 
a Ave.. -treatment not significant 
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draw a water supply .. The restrict::i.on causes the roots to grow near the 
surface. 
Figures 3 and 11• sho,H the range of' moisture in the soil under large 
hole trees. During the latter pa:t't, of the sumrr.er when moisture is re-
moved rapidly, the moisture is depleted a.bout the same for each level. 
'I'he top soil had the loweot percentage of moisture bu·t the others came 
ve-r-J close to it. This shows that roots hG.ve penetrated to all the levels. 
However, the fourth foot was slower in drying out because the 1noots had 
just be5 .. m to penetrate in this area. During the dormant season and the 
ee..rly part of the growing season, the moisture increases with the depth. 
7 .31 per cent of' moisture 1::ras found, during the t:lriest s0ason in the top 
soil. 
Figure 5 ai.=id 6 showed a greater range of per cent of moisture than 
that of the large holes. They show the per ce:nt of' moisture :in the soil 
ur1der d;y"Ila.:mi ted trees. Figv.re 7 and 8 are f'rom the, ordinary planted 
trees o,;11.d also show a VEtriation in range rm.d much similar to the per cent 
of moisture in the soil under dynamite planting.:1., The first foot of soil 
corresponds to the first foot in thE"i large holer:; being the lo;:mst in per 
cent of moisture over the other thre0 levels. The moisture, however, 1Was 
higher than that found in the large l1ol(1s. 'l'he first foot fil1d the fourth 
foot contained about the same o.mount of moisture in the ordil1tu-y pL:mting 
but the dynamited soil shm1ed more moisture in the fourth foot during the 
-season of high moib,ture.., 'l'his show-r1 mo1:e moisture is reaching the i'ourt,h 
foot 1.mder dynardting than the ordiw:1yy planting during the dormant season. 
Of these two treatments the third foot contains the most moisture and 
remains the highest th:coughou-t the ssa.son. During the driest- time i.n 
A1..1.gust and September, the fourth foot contains the least amount of 
Table 7. Analysis of va:riari.ce of percerrt 
moisture. Apdl 20, 1940. 
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. 
·.nagrae'"~or · S"Un1 or :i~ean ""-~"~"'~· 
:freodo:m 
·rotal 
Depth 
Treat. 
Rep .. 
Loo. 
l}epth-Treat. 
Loc.,-TreEd;. 
• .• 
' : 
: 
: 
:· 
l 
. 
. 
* 1Iighly significant 
95 
3 
2 
3 
1 
6 
2 
76 
** Significant on 5% level 
., 
. 
:.~es 
: 315.4099 
. 139.5550 . 
.. 2 •. 0820 . 
t 8.1453 
! 0.0154 
-: 86.209 
t 5.5891 
. 73.8941 .. 
: f 
. sqv:a::0 : F value . 
----L "~ 
. 
. 
16.518 : 47 .• 84* 
t 1.0,n : 1.07 
2 .. 715 : 2,.79** 
: .016 : ..015 
14.368 ; 14 .. 77* 
t 2 .. 794 l 2 .. 87 
: 69.722 : .986 
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moisture in the dynamited soil. Only one of the ordinary planted. trees 
showed this condition because the roots had penetrated around each block 
to remove the moisture. The other ordinary planted tree, having the 
roots more shallow, had a much higher moisture percentage at the lower 
depths. There were enough roots prese11t in this lower area of dyne.mite 
trees to extract most of the moisture. About 5.00 per cent moisture is 
present in the fourth foot. 
The per cent of moisture as determined by the oven dry basis was 
similar to the per cent of moisture found by the conductivity bridge 
method during corresponding seasons:. The moistm:•e runs lovJ during the 
dry part of the gro1,ing season, bu.t it will :,1ttain field capacity du.ring 
the uinter months .. With. a normal rain fall of about 32 inches per year, 
the tree will deplete the soil of' most of its available moisture by the 
middle of.July. The rain fall being the highest here for the months of 
April and May will sustain a high moisture level in the soil longer than 
if the rain fall was lov,rer for that period. During the growing seo.son 
large quantities of water are taken from the soil. 
In removing the porous blocks :from the :field, it was observed that 
the blocks .showing the lowest moisture percentage had the most roots .in 
the area a.round .the block.. In the sand of the fourth foot which showed .. 
ve-r-J low moisture for the dynamited soil thel"e were a few roots in the 
area. which probably removed the available moisture., The sa.nd cannot hold 
as much water as the overlying heavier top soil and with the f'ew· r•oots 
present to remove the moisture it was much the lowest. In the large 
holes, roots were more extensive tmd larger than in the other two t,rati.t--
ments .. 
The large holes had root development f'rom. six to 42 inehes and 
medium root development on down to 48 inches. Several roots were .found 
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undistur bed soil (ordinary planting) . The moisture under t h is 
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through the profile c,f the dyne.mi tt~d s.c,il !;:1here the bloek was located .. 
The tree shown in Figure 6 had severti.l roots coming around the block at 
the second :foot. and one o:f the large roots went straight down passing the 
other -two blocks,. The tree from Figv.:re 7 in the ordinary planti11g had: the 
same root dist:ribu.tion except one root went upward and the other one r.rent 
d01rmward passing all the blocks.. Trrl.s would &coount for the fa.ct that the 
per eent of moisture dropped so low in the fourth foot of soil under this 
tree which was in this respect similar to the dynamited trees. The ot.her 
ordinary ple,nted tre€ had most of thE) roots around the top hlook with r)ne 
or two at the· second foot.. This is in line r1i th the reading found during 
growth of the d:ty se&son from the tree .. 
In T1o.J:>le 8; the per cent of pore spe.ce as i."11.dicated is low il1 the 18 
to 36 inch laye,r.. This shows that the area is more compact ar1.d would 
restrict the movement of rm:ter and root growth.. The pore space is the 
lowest at 24 :i,,nches c-cnd at 48 inches it is thH same as :in the first six 
inches. The roots require a certain amo1mt of a.ir to cs;rry on good growth 
and the 7 to 10 per cent of air space found in the soil from 18 to 36 
inches with the moisture level at field capacity :1s too low. '1'.he so.il is 
practically water-logged at field capaei ty. There is plenty of moirrture 
available, but :not finough air space at field capacity to carry on good 
growth and as the air space increases for proper root growth. the avuila.ble 
moisture decreases to an undesirable level~ This is :i.n line with state ... 
:men ts 'by L. D. Bave·r (4), who found that the average soil has a pore space 
of about 50 per cent. 
From the pH determination, the soil is quite acid, being 5.24 to 
5.,37 in the fou:r lev~ls of the soils, .. 
: 
! 
% pore space f 
% moisture 
* 
: % air space under 
above moisture t 
pH : 
Table 8. The pore spa.ce, air spa.ca. per-
cent moisture,, and pH of the peach 
oroha.rd soil. 
1Jepffi·in rnclles 50 : 12n : 18"** : 24"** : 36" " 48" . 
42.15 • 39.72 : 34.99 : 53.45 ; 33.88 . 42.15 . . 
14.96 s 15.83 : ~p.49 : 16.47 
' 
13.05 : 10.34 
21.06 t 16.M I 9.22 : 7.23 : 11.69 : 27 .15 
5,.27 . 5.37 t 5.2.5 :. 6.24 : 5.25 . 5.30 . . 
* Percent moisture in soil February 25. 1942 
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** The pore space and air spa.ca too low under field moisture capacity 
for proper root development 
\ 
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CONCLUbIOliS 
'I'ha data ind.icate~ that the soil in the large holes is very favor-
able for good root develt>pment and top growth. The soil has a higher 
percentage of pore space ·( around 42 p,~r cent) and. has enough air space . 
and available moisture to bring about the additional growth. Dynamiting 
the soil proved to be advantageous to t;ree gro1ttb. but to a lesser exte1tt 
than large holes. The rnaxi11.u..rll spread of' the roots and depth of the large 
hole tr·eat:ment for the first year vuas 12 i'E~at to 1 feet and 6 inches 
respectively, while the dy11.amJta and oruinary planting llad & maximum 
~pread and depth of 8 feet and 4 inches to 5 feet and 6 feet to 2 feet 
respectively. The trees in each treatment had a. total root extension ot: 
10 feet in diameter during tl;le illeeond ye;1Jr •. Top growth 1;~-as proportional 
to the root gro1:vth.. The trunk die.meter was largest for the trees in 
large holes. The total number ot blossoms was much greater tor tll('l trees 
in the; large holes, indicating that fruit production would llave been greater. 
The severe :t.'reeze i.n l'ifovember 11, 1940, ldll ed :many of the trees and 
damaged othGr treas he1wi1y •. · 1'he dynamited soil trees were r;10re suscep-
tible to this damage. 
"l'he moisture was much. lower where the root development was most 
inten,..<;ive. In the large hole in which the soil was more open, the roots 
penetrated to lower levels with a corresponding decrease in the percent-
age of moisture. The s:;;il moisture was low or well depleted during 
i'.Ugust and September. Soon a.ft.c:,r tho leaves dropped end with good rains 
the moisture was increased at all levels to field capacity. Tb.a or1.U-
nary planted trees were more shallowly rooted, had r,iore mois-t,ure present 
in the lower depths of the soil both before and after th,~ leaves dropped. 
The .conductivity bridge used. to determine the moisture in place 
shows a very- good picture of whet is happening to moisture rdth. rei'erenoe 
to the rate of absorption by the roots and the ratt3 of percolation. in ·the 
soil. Each type of soil ha~;, a different range of electrical resistance 
to the per cent or moisture presm1t. 
The air space was too low in the subsoil (second awl third foot levels) 
for root development end dyna,,'lliting the soil did not increase the develop-
ment of the roots sufficiently tu make it practical. The higher cost of 
digging can thus be ~justifh,d. 
l'he Sun Glo which was planted very late did not respond so favorably 
as the ]'air Beauty t,o the trefitments. The l!'air Beauty had a chance to 
get its roots better estsblished. The second year's growth was very 
much the t,H".Jrl.e for the t,~o varieties. 
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SUf\l!MARY 
L, The compactness of the subsoil restricts the development of roots and the 
moveme:i:1 t of moi.sture dtwm.w,~.rd .• 
2.. When planted in large hol.es, peach trees develop lerg,er ahsorbi."lg root 
systems that penetra.te deeper tf.rld elso a more vigorous top grcirth. 
J. Root penetration .is extensive dttring the first and second years of growth. 
The mexinra:in spread of 1:;each roots :for the first year in large hole, dyna ... 
respect:brnily while the second yea:rs growth attained a maximum spread of 
22 feet., 18 feet, ai.1d 16 feet slJ:d 6 inches respectively. Th6 spread of 
the top is small as eompa.red to the ,root spread in the f'i.rst ye,a;r.. Top 
growth .e.11d root growfth are coordin8-ted and :i.ner€,as:e in ,:me :results in a 
compar@;iole inc:ret:t;s,e in the other., 
4. D;vnami'ting t,o loose11 ·the subscD. rGaitl.ts in an increase in root develop-
ment and top growth for the first year but not to the same extent as the 
large hole met.hod of planting.. 'I'here were less fibrous roots developed .• 
5. The moistm'.'e c:<>ntent of t.he soil was mo1"'e ,oqua1ly dist,ributed throughout 
the large holes .. The undisturbed and "the dynamited soil; as compared to 
'the larg.e hole, had a higher per cent of' tnoisture in the third !-0ot. This 
is the hard pan level ... 
lower levels, the extraction of moisture 
from all horiz.oris is at a uniform rate .. 
7. The p01·e space indicate that th,1 soil from 18 to 36 :i.nches the al"'ea 
investigated r';as too comp(';l;et t,o :produce a well developed root system. The 
pore space shm.1J.d be above L~O per cent but. was found to be 32 per cent. 
S.. Tr1.e air space ~1l:dcl1; i1as fror11 '7 to 10 per cent when moist·a.re was at f'ield 
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